Title: Workshop: Introduction to SoSci Survey

Instructor: Maren Mayer

Abstract:
This workshop shall give a comprehensive overview on experimenting with SosciSurvey and the many possibilities to design experiments in this environment. The first part gives an introduction to built-in functions and items. You will learn how to design survey and experiments, how to implement randomization, and how to measure reaction times with built-in items. The second part focusses on functions that are only available through programming in JavaScript and PHP. Also depending on your interest as participants, we will cover how to work with panels, how to implement control measures for participation, how to use the internal database, as well as some advanced reaction time measurement.

I encourage you to bring a study you are currently working on which you can implement in SosciSurvey during the course. I will also provide example studies to code along and do exercises with.

Assignment:
Bring a study you are currently working on which you can implement in SosciSurvey during the course.

Credits: 2 workshop days